Ms. Valerie's Learning at Home Activity
Spell Your Name Dinosaur Stomp

Related Language Arts Lesson Airs September 27, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- Heavy paper or light cardboard
- Scissors
- Marker

Directions:
1. Draw or freehand cut out dinosaur footprints, one for each letter in your name. I made three sets to make the path longer.
2. Write one letter on each footprint to spell your name.
3. Place the letters in order on the ground in a path.
4. Stomp, dance, or jump to each letter to spell your name.
5. Sing your name song as you move to the letters.
   
   Name Song (Tune of BINGO)

   *(Use the letters in your child's name, adjust the tune to make them fit)
   There is a boy (or girl), he is the best, and Rexy is his name-o, R-E-X-Y, R-E-X-Y, R-E-X-Y
   And Rexy is his name-o.

6. You could also mix up the letters and try to jump to them in order.

Your child's name is his/her most important word with his/her most important letters! Try one of the other hands-on name activities featured in this episode. Make a name puzzle, make bottle cap letters, make a name dinosaur with clothespin clip letters, make letter pockets and tuck popsicle stick letters in to go to bed, or bury letters in sand or salt on a tray (colored sand is often available at Dollar Tree).
Miss Sarah’s Learning at Home Activity
Giraffe Crowns

Related Art Lesson Airs October 1, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- Yellow Paper
- Orange Paper
- Stapler
- Tape
- Scissors
- Markers, Crayons, Paint, etc.

Directions:
1. Fold yellow paper into 3’s and cut strips
2. Tape the strips together to make 1 long strip
3. Staple to fit head appropriately
4. Using extra yellow paper, draw two giraffe ears and 2 giraffe horns
5. Cut out the giraffe ears and horns
6. Glue or tape onto crown
7. Using orange paper, cut out circles for giraffe spots and glue onto crown

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning
Miss Tara’s Learning at Home Activity
Let’s Dance

Related Social Studies Lesson Airs September 30, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
• Paper
• Scissors
• Markers or crayons
• Glue
• Hole punch
• Brass fasteners
• Imagination!!

Directions:
1. Choose a favorite character from any book or choose to make yourself.
2. Draw a simple version with easy parts to attach on any color paper you want (white works best if you want to color it different colors).
3. Cut out your character and decide which parts you want to have move (arms, legs, head, and waist work best).
4. Hole punch the two parts so that the holes line up (be careful not to go too close to the end of the paper).
5. Put your brass fasteners through the lined-up holes and watch your character dance!

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning
Ms. Mollie’s Learning at Home Activity
Dance – Artist Show Movement

Related Art Lesson Airs October 1, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:

- White paper or blue and green construction
- Yellow – (1) 3*3 square, 3*2 rectangle, 4 - 4.5"*.5" rectangles, and 1" * 4.5" rectangle

*These do not need to be exact. Large square for body, smaller forehead, 4 thin rectangles for legs and a thicker one for neck.*
- Crayons and/or markers
- Glue Stick
- Scissors
- Messy mat

Directions:

1. Create background for giraffe. Either draw and color grass and sky or glue smaller green paper to blue paper for the ground. Add moon with white crayon or paper.
2. Using large square, cut corners off to create a round shape for giraffe body. Do the same for the head.
3. Place arms and legs on the body to show dancing. Play around with the placement--Arms out to side, legs apart, head up. Have fun playing before you decide what dance move you want your giraffe to do.
4. Glue shapes into place.
5. Using markers or crayons, add details like, spots, hooves, tail, facial features and ears.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning